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ABSTRACT
Let L denote the operatör generated in f 2 by the diflerence expression

an+iy'ı+\ ' +Pny®

%) = 30 = 1, neN = {l,2,...)

an-ıy:(D 
n-l

+bny^^^ +qnyn

and the boundary condition
yf = 0

where (a„), (b„), (p„) and (q„) are complex sequences and a 0, bj, * o for aii n e N. İn this paper wen
investig3te the continuous spectnım, tlıe eigaıvalues andthe spectral singularities of L.

1. INTRODUCTION
The spectnım of the selfadjoint ditference operatör and ürfiııite Jacobi matrices 

have been studied by various authors ( [1], [2], 17] ). But tlıe spectral theory of the 

non-self- adjoint diflerence operators has not been treated extensively. Some of the 

problems of the spectral analysis in this area have been investigated by several 

authors [6], [10], [12],

Tlıe spectnım and tlıe spectral expansion in terms of the principal fimctions of non- 

selfadjoint dilferential operators have been considered by Naimark [13]. He showed 

tlıe existence of spectral smgularities in tlıe continuous spectnuıı of these operators. 

The spectral singularities of the quadratic pencil of Schrödinger operators has been
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investigated in [3], [4], In [5] and [11] the effect of the spectral singularities in the 

spectral expansion in terms of the principal functions has been studied.

Let 2 (N,C") denote the Hilbert space of complex vector-sequences.

y = -(2) ’
n e N, \vilh the inner product

u

(y,u)=^(y(')u<') + y«u®).
îi=l

In tlıe space f. (N,C^), we consider the operatör L generated by the difference 

exprçssion

k.ıyS+b„y® +Pnyn’'

^(y) =
an-ıyi.'2ı +b„yXI) 

n
+ qııy?’

and the boundary condition

where a.o =1, (a„),(b„), (P„) and (q„) are complex sequences and a„ *0, b„ *0 for 

ali n.

Let Lo denote Üıe operatör generated in j (N,C*) by the difference expression

f Ay«+p„y<') 2

l-Ay'(1) 
n-1 +qny^^^

and the boundary condition y^’’ = 0 vvhere denotes the forward difference

operatör defıned by Ay„ = y„^^j -yn • The operatör Lo is called the discrete Dirac

Operatör. Lo is a particular case of L (a.»l, b„=-Lne N). Tlıe spectral analysis of

Lo was investigated in [4],

Related nith the operatör L we will consider the boundary value problem

an+iyS +bnyn^’ +Pny® =

an-ıy22ı +b«y;(1) 
n +qny® = Zy't2) , ao =1, neN,

(1.1)
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y^” = o. (1.2)

Throughout of t hî s paper we wilJ assume that
00
Sn(|l-a„| + (l+b„| + (pJ+|q„| ) 
n=l

< 00. (1.3)

İn this paper, we prove the existence of the Jost solution of the equation (I.l) 

under the condition (1.3). Moreover using the analytic properties of Jost solution of 

(1.1) we investigate the continuous spectrum, the eigenvalues and the spectral 

singularities of L.

2. JOST solution OF (1.1)

Theorem 2.1. Let the condition (1.3) hold. If Z = 2sm.y, then the System (1.1)

has a uııique solution which is analytic in the half-plane Imz > O and continuous 

upto the real axis having the representation

f(z) =

İ7/
(2) = 1 + Riı^e"

m=l

00

.unz. pimz / .^Om^

m=l

12 ' 
n
22 
n y

00 ız/ e (2.1)
m=l -1

andfor n = 1,2,... .

k’(z)j
a
a

Ez + ZKnn^.e^ e“^

where

E2 =
1 0) 
o 1 ’

^nm

. nm

Moreover the mequality

m 
y< C CT n + , i,j=l,2. (2.2)

holds for aU m,n where

Xr~^k|+|l + hk|+|pk| + |qk|). 
k=n

(2.3)
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m

2
and İS the integer part of ~ and C is a constant.

Proof. Subslituting the fiınction f(z) given by (2.1) in (1.1) and equalizing the

corresponding coefficients of we have.

11 
n , neNUfO}

k=fl+l

22
«n

.n—k+1 l’kak-ı (2.4)

= o , n e N

1 -1
a

1
, neN

k=n+l

= (X Tl
n

Pn + n^Pk +qk)h îieN

k=a4-l

and

^12 _ 
^nl “ - E<Pk +qk) . 

k=n+l

k”, - 2L*'^k~l)+ 2=>k(ak+ı “1)+ X(Pk ■*'^k)Kkl - ^Pk^k ,

k=n+l k=n+l k=n+l k=n+l k=n+l

^nl = -1 + a.n+l^n
12
nl

12 
nl

+ Kİ’,

T<f21 _ ^ırl - “
■X('lk+ı +K^îo){®k+ıak +qk+l(Pk+ı +qk+ı) + qk+ıKu +hk+ı 

k=n

-1

+ Z^^kKki - 2^bkPk

k=:ll+l k=n+l

Kn2 - ^n+l^n^ı
*u+l -K 12 

n+l,l )+kL"iK 11 
nl + K 12 

nl -K 21 
nl ’
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k” -^n2 -
Zak^,at{tk 

k-n+1

— 1^ ^2 
^k+1,1

îf ^2
^k+1,1 + K 22 

k+l,l
}+ Z(’’k 

k-n+1

E 6+4i) 

k=n+l
^k2 “ s Uk

CO

lî ]^12 
“J^kl

k=n+l
)U İT ^2 

“^kl

co)co
- LlıK

k=a-^î

t2 
kİ

Knİ - ^n+ia
n 'n+l

V ^2 
“ n+l,l )kL1u +a„^ıa„K^L,ı +K’„^K’„VK^â

1^21 _ 
^n2 “

z^k+ıaklU+ı - 

k=n

İ4.\~'4-lC^^ tf I

^k+U I *^k4-l,l +^k+l,î j+Zrf (^kl^k2 +^k2 “^k+Uf
k=n

co
-bfcK 12 

k2
k=îi+î

and for m >3,

)+
CO

+ K k2 -kLİ
k=rnl

)fc•k-K 12 
kl )

ı<r ^2 _ _ 
^nm

2^k+l^k{pk+l “Kfc+j
1-2

k=n+l

+.1^21
+ ^k+l,m-2

00

- 2^ ^klJ^k,m-l
L=n.+1

- E(‘bKİ 

k=n+l

- EqkKk?mM
k=n+l

00

00

k=n.+l

(2.5)

-^um

t^22
J^nm

12 
•k,m-l -K.11

k,ın-2 + Kj,U-ıXPk -Kib

Z ^k+l’^k Ipk+l “ K-k+1,1 )Kk+l,

k-n+1
l,m-l

4-1^22 
+ ^k+l,m-lÎco

+ ZkI^k;
CO

12 
km

oO

2:(b^ -ıxlU-ı - Z(qkKL!m-,
k=n+l

- E qkK^:„_, -

k=n+l

co

k-n+1 k=^n+l

k-u+1

+K12 
k,m-l

-K'toKPk -Kki)

^n+I^n(Pn+l ^n+l,l)^n+l,m-l ^n+l^n^n+l,m-l "*"^nl^nm -KTl 
n,m—1 + K 11 

nm
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12 11” ^n+l^n^Pn+1 “ ^tt+l,l)^n+l,ı^nm -Un Q V,m-l ' “n+l“ıı-*^n+l,m-l ' "^^nm — ^a,m+l

for neN U{0}.

Since (1.3) holds, we uniquely have and , for i,j = l,2, dependiiigon

Hn, bn, Pn and qn. Using (2.5) we can also prove, by induction, that satisfies the 

inequality (2.2). So the proof is conıpleted.

3. THE SPECTRUM OF L

Let us define Po = 0,0<Ti<47t} and P = ?<, U [0,47c) in

complex plane and let (L),<Td(L) and CT,ss (L) denote the continuous spectrum.<7,c

I Z = n + İT, T

discrete spectrum (tlıe set of eigenvalues) and spectral singularities of the operatör L, 

respectively.

Theorem 3,1. If the condition (1.3) holds, then 0^(1) = [-2,2].

Proof. Let L] and L2 denote the operators generated in ^2(N»C^) by the

difference expressions

fv® m
^ı(y) = Jn+1 - V..111

y'’\-y 
n-1

(1) 
n

and

(l-a„+,)y*^2ı +(l+bn)y®

tt-l
)y22ı+(i+b„)yL’’+qny®

+ Pny^'^

respectively. It is evident that, L = L, +L2 and

L, =L*, a(L,) = nJLı) = [-2,2]

where a(L) ) denotes the spectrum of Lı. Under the condition (1.3), L2 is a compact 

operatör in (N,C2). So Weyl-von Neumann Theorem ([9], p.l3) gives theresuh.

"nıeorem 3.2. If (1.3) holds, then

CTp(L) = I Â, = 2sin |,zePo,P(z) = O (3.1)
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f^ss(L)=|x I A.
= 2 sin—, z e (0,43i) \ {23i}, f3f'z) - 0 (3.2)

2

İZ

where 3(z) = fo’\z)e .

Proof. Using Theorem 2.1, we get that the function fo’\z) satisfies the 

following asimptotic equality

İZ

f<’>(z) = aVe [1 +0(1)1, z 6 Po , |z| -+ (3.3)

From (3.3) and the defınition of eigenvalues of L vve obtain

ap(L) = 1 k = 2sm|, z 6 Po, f^'^z) = oj.

Since the operatör L is bounded under the hypothesis oo^o'p(L). Conseguently

we get

<^p(L) = I A. = 2sin T
—, T- e2

Po,f<*\z) = oJ\{»}

z
= 2sin—, z e Pg, 3(z) •

Let us consider the set

I X =2sin'M =
2

, Z €
(0,431) \ {23i}, P(z) = oj

It is clear that

M<X:Op(L), Mc:[-2,2] = a(.(L).

Therefore, by the defınition of spectral singularities we fınd that 

M = a„(L).

So the proof is completed.

Theorem 3.3. If the condition (1.3) holds, then ctj(L) is bounded, is no more 

than countable and its limit points can lie only in [-2,2].
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Proof. From (2.1) and (2.2) we find that p(z) is analytic in Imz>0,

continuous in Imz > 0 and

P(z) = ai’[l+o(l)h zePo, |z| (Î.4)

Using (3.1), (3.4) and uniqueness tlıeorem of analytic functions we have the 

proof ([8]).

Theorem 3.4. Under Üıe condition (1.3), o^^tL) c [-2,2], OssCL) is closed and 

its linear Lebesgue measure is zero.

Proof. From (3.3), it is clear tliat c [-2,2].

On the other hand, since P(z) is continuous on [0,47c), is closed.

If the linear Lebcsgue measure of ^SS (L) could be positive, it had to be that

P(z) s o, which is analytic in Since p(z) ^0 on P, it is impossible ([8]).
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